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T0 all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, RENÉ 

vnr, siding at Mexico city, Federal District, 
Mexico, ` 

,BIARD CHAU# 

have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Changeable Signs, of 
which the following is a speciiication. 
This invention relates to changeable signs, 

and has for its object to facilitate a series 
of sign boxes, from the inside of which light 
is projected through a multiplicity of sys 
tematically arranged corresponding general 
perforations, performed» in a number of 
sheets. . 
Some of thel sheets have extra perfora 

and these sign 
perforations are so disposed that they will 
all, coincide with some of the general perfo 
rations, by moving the sign sheet one space 
equal to the distance between the centers of 
a general perforation and its adjacent sign 
perforation. Other sheets, for coloring the 
siA s, have besides the general perforations 
another set of coloring general perforations, 
which is covered by a colored transparent 
material. y. 
These coloringsheets are movable like the 

and thus when resting inopera 
tive permit the light to freely _pass through 
its general perforations. The apparatus 
comprises elements whereby it is possible 
to readily move any of the sign sheets the 
exact distance, that will make the sign per 
forations thereof coincide with the general 
y,perforations of all the other sheets and at the 
same time obturate the non-coinciding gen 
eral perforation. f 

Similar elements are provided for mov» 
ing the coloring sheets. ' 
Another object of my invention is to fa 

cilitate means, whereby the sheets are held 
in raised position and` a release device for 
simultaneously or selectively returning all 
the sheets of a number of contiguous sign 
boxes, to their resting position. 
In the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1 is a plan view of the front sheet 

with general perforations; ’ 
Fig. 2 a plan View _of a sign sheet; 
Fig. 3 a plan view of a coloring sheet; 
Fig. 4 a cross section of the front sheet, 

sign sheet and coloring sheet in resting po 
sition; 

Fig. 5 a cross section of said sheets, of 
which the sign sheet is raised for display. 

Fig. 6 a cross section of said sheets, of 

citizen of the French Republic, re-r 

which both the sign and the coloring sheets 
have been raised for exhibiting the colored 

ÉCBW; 
` Fig. 7 a top view of the sign box, show 
ing the sheet supporting upper levers, of 
different length; _ 
Fig. 8 a horizontal cross section ofthe 

contiguous sign boxes; 
b Fig. 9a vertical cross section of a sign 
’ Ox;  

Fig. 10 a front View of a sign box, from 
whichthe upper and lower boards are re 
moved, in order to show the interior; 

11 a back view ofthe apparatus; 
Fig. 12 a perspective view of contiguous 

sign boxes; 
Fig. 13 a 

ing lever; Y 
Fig. 14 a detail view of the release device 

keeping a'sheet raised; - 
Fig. 15 Va detail view of the same, when 

the box> is released and the sheet returned 
to resting position; . 

Fig. 16 a detail view of the lever guide 
with movement adjusting screws. 

A Now referring . to the drawings (1) is 
the bottom, (2) the top, (3) the sides, 4) 
the back, (5) the upper front board, (6) 
the lower front board of the sign box, in 
which the front sheet (7) provided with 
the general perforations (8) is suspended 
behind the glass >plate (10). 
The sign sheets (11) also provided with 

general perforations (8) have furthermore 
Ythe sign vperforations (9), as for instance 
those forming the letter “B” in Fig. 2, and 
vthe coloring sheets (12) are provided with 
general perforations (8), and correspond 
ing general coloring perforations (13), 
over which any transparent and colored ma 
_terial is extended. 

In order to portray the characters of the 
alphabet, I provide a sheet (11) for every 
letter, having both general perforations (8) 
and (9), the former admitting the light to 
pass when the sheet is resting, and the lat 
ter only when the sheet vis raised. For 
every color I provide a sheet (12). Both 
the sheets (11) and (12) are suspendedfand 
stretched between the upper and lower 
levers (13) and (14) respectively, which in 
one extremity are split at (15) and notched 
at (16) to seat'the knot` (17) of the ten 
sioned ribbonY (18), fastened to the upper 
and lower edges of the sheets. The levers 

/ (13) turn on Ythe shaft (19) diagonally 

detail view of a sheet support 
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mounted on the angle irons (20), and the 
lower levers (14) are fulcrumed on >the 
shaft (§21) diagonally fixed in the angle 
irons (22). Both the top and bottom 
shelves (23) and (24) carry the guiding 
combs (25) and (26) with adjustable set 
screws (27). ` » 

The outerV ends of the levers (13) »and 
(14) are perforated and transversally 
notched at (28) to receive the wedge shaped 
nut (29) (Fig. 13), whereby the tension is 
regulated of the elastic connection obtained 
by the steel bands (30) and (31), connected 
by the spiral springs (32). v 
The rounded ends of the bands (31) may 

slide outwardly through the ends of the 
levers (14). y 
Each band (31) has a key (33) and a 

projecting ratchet (34), engageable by the 
extended pawl iron (35),v which turns on 
the shaft (36), from whichthe arm (37) 
projects and being controlled by the spiral 
(38). The steel bands (30) are provided 
with ratchets (39) engageable by the ex 
tended pawl iron (40) which turns’on the 
shaft (41) mounted in the bearings (42) 
and (43). The pawl iron (40) has an arm 
(44) attracted by the spring (45) and the 

. outwardly projecting arm (46) articulated 
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to the link (47 ) which is pivoted to the 
link (48) that swings on the pivot (49) 
fixed to the back of the sign box. A wire 
(50) is attached to the pins ('51) of the links 
(47) and (48) of all the contiguous boxes. 
The details of Figs. 14 and 15 are not shown 
in Fig. 11. ‘ 
Lamps (50') are disposed at the sides (3) 

and project the rays as shown in Fig. S', 
,where the sides (3) are cut away from the 
vertical rails. (41), in order to put two sign 
boxes together. ' In practice of course many 
sign boxes are placed in alinement so as to 
exhibit phrases. ' 
The glass plate (10) is darkened except in 

front of the general perforations (8), where 
glass fractions or translucent crystals may be 
adhered, to form plano-convex illuminating 
fields, which are more distinctly seen at an 
vangle than the plain glass illuminated fields. 

The set of color sheets is charged inde 
pendently of the sign sheets, by the separate 
pawl iron (35') shaft (36') and spring 
(38') as well as arm (37') exactly like the 
corresponding escapement described for the 

p sign sheets. 
Supposing that a line of sign boxes were 

formed of contiguous boxes, as in Fig. 8 
kand Fig. 12, that every box has a full set 
of sign sheetsV (11) each representing a let 
ter of the alphabet, and a color sheet (12) 
for each color, then it is apparent that any 
phrase may be displayed formed by illumi 
nated letters in any color or tone, simply by 

" exerting downward pressure on the corre 
sponding keys (33) insuccessive sign boxes, 
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-whereby- sign sheets representing letters are 
raised and maintained by the pawl (35) 
until other keys are pulled down, while the 
pawl (35) would thereby release the ratchet, 
until then retained. 
Having reference to Fig. 9, it is seen that 

a rhomboid is formed by- the cross section 
ofany sheet, its levers (13) and (14) and 
the elastic connection composed of the steel 
bands (30) and (31) and the'springs (32) 
when the sheet is down, then owing to the 
different extensions of the levers (13) and 
(14) measured from their fulcrums (19) 
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and (21) respectively, the spring (32) " will f 
normally keep the sheet pulled down, be 
cause the force by the spring is. augmented 
by the longer extension of the lever (14) 
as compared with the shorter extension of 
the lever (13). The rhomboid ligure rre 
ferred tochanges toan isosceles trapeziuni 
when the sheet is raised and held- by the 
pawl (35'). In Fig. 7, the inclined position 
of the shaft (19) compensates the difference 
in length of the levers (13), and a similar ' 
inclination is given to the lower shaft (21) 
for the same purpose. ~ „- ` - 

I now pass on describing the simultaneous 
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display of signs, in al series of contiguous c 
boxes, for instance exhibiting a phrase;Y 

First I ¿insert the pawls (40)` of'all ¿the 
boxes, whereby all the ratchets (39) rest in 
the pawls, then the keys (33) of the boxes 
are operated in a consecutive manner, so that 
a letter sign may berraised in every box, "7' i 
according to the spelling order of the phrase, 
and the ratchet (34) belonging to the letter 
sign will have entered the pawls (35), al 
though the sheets are not yet raised, while 
the lower rounded end of the steel bands 
(31) have protruded the lower levers (14), 
without'moving them.' ‘ ’ » = 

Now, the signs forming the phrase are 
charged by the tension of the springs (32) 
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and light passing through all the perfora- ' 
tions (8), the wire (50) being pulled re 
leasesall the pawls (40) and the springs 

immediately pull on the levers ('13) 
raisingthe sign sheets. The color sheets of 

110 

course may also'be charged with the sign 'I 
sheets as explained. 
Having thus described my _ invention what 

I claim is: f 

115 

1. A changeable sign composed of a series . 
of internally illuminated'sign boxes, >each 
box comprising a plurality of obturating 
sheets, every sheet having systematically 
disposed registering general perforations 
and individually particular character per 
forations, a pair of levers individual to each 
sheet and mounted foresee-saw motion, yeach 
sheet being stretched transversally between 
theends of one of said pairs of levers, an 
elastic linking member between the oppo 
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site ends of said levers, a ratchet forlimit- ' 
ing the movement of said levers in one 130 
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direction, and a ratchet for limiting the 
movement in the opposite direction. 

2. A changeable sign composed of a series 
of internally illuminated sign boxes, each 
box comprising a; plurality of obtnrating 
slidable sheets, a pair of levers individual 
to each sheet and mounted for see-saw mo 
tion, each sheet being stretched transversally 
between one of said pairs of levers, the rela 

10 tion between the corresponding extensions 

3 

of said levers from their respective fulcrums 
being such that a tension element joining 
said extensions will cause said levers to rock, 
means on said tension element for keeping 
one of the levers temporarily stationary and 
means for transferring the entire tension 
of said tension element to said lever. 
In testimony whereof AI have añ‘íxed my 

signature. RENÉ BIARD CHAUVET. 
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